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- **Makulu Shift Beta 2 Preview and Release Date ![3]**
  
  We Take a look at the Upcoming MakuluLinux Shift Beta 2 which is Due soon, Changes, Fixes and new Features? Enjoy the Video

- **176: OBS vs Streamlabs, APT Patched, Steam for Linux, Retro Gaming, Mesa | This Week in Linux - TuxDigital ![4]**
  
  On this episode of This Week in Linux, OBS Vs Streamlabs, APT 2.3.12 Released (?LTT Patch?), Steam for Linux Client Updated, Lakka 3.6 Released, Mesa 21.3 3D Library Released, Ubuntu Touch OTA-20 Released, Canonical?s New Approach to Documentation, KDE Plasma Getting Overview in 5.24, Google GNews & Drama. All that and much more on Your Weekly Source for Linux GNews!

- **GNU World Order 435 ![5]**
  
  The RCS revision control system and Ruby.